In this contribution a novel method to compute dense point-to-point correspondences between 3D faces is presented. The correspondences can be employed for various face processing applications, for example for building up a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM). Paths connecting landmarks are traced on the 3D facial surface and the resulting patches are mapped into a uv-space. Triangle quadrisection is used to build up remeshes with high point density for each 3D facial surface. Each vertex of a remesh has one corresponding vertex in another remesh and all remeshes have the same connectivity. The quality of the point-to-point correspondences is demonstrated on the bases of two applications, namely morphing and constructing a 3DMM.
Introduction
The 3D Morphable Model (3DMM), presented by Blanz and Vetter in [4] , is a powerful tool that is applicable for many tasks, such as face recognition [8] , expression transfer between individuals [3] , and face tracking [1, 11, 14] . The crucial step in constructing a 3DMM is to find dense pointto-point correspondences between 3D faces of a database, so that Principal Component Analysis can be applied. The accuracy of the correspondences determines the quality of the 3D face model and the performance of the whole application. Besides building a 3DMM also other tasks can be performed with exact point-to-point correspondences between 3D faces, such as morphing [5] , expression cloning [12, 13, 19, 20] , and texture mapping [7, 23] .
Several methods to determine dense point-to-point correspondences have been proposed. In [15, 18] , the authors determine correspondences based on landmarks. Both approaches only work for closed forms (heads) and not for nonclosed forms (facial surfaces). In the original 3DMM paper [4] , the 3D facial surfaces are mapped into the 2D plane and subsequently an optical flow method is employed. Similar procedures are applied in [9, 10, 17, 21] . Amberg et al. [2] proposed a nonrigid Iterative Closest Point algorithm for correspondence estimation. A drawback of these approaches is that they do not consider handlabeled landmarks. However, several databases with landmarks were published recently, such as [16] and [22] . The landmarks provide valuable information that should be integrated into the correspondence estimation.
In this paper, we propose a novel method that employs the available landmarks to compute dense point-topoint correspondences between facial surfaces. Based on a common connectivity between landmarks, the surface is iteratively remeshed until the desired point density is achieved. The common connectivity between landmarks can be found automatically or defined manually by the user. If the remeshing is performed for all 3D facial surfaces of a database, full point-to-point correspondence between the remeshes is given and all remeshes have the same connectivity between points. In the evaluation part it is demonstrated on the basis of two applications that our method computes correspondences with higher accuracy compared to previous works.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, paths connecting the landmarks are traced on the 3D facial surfaces. In Section 3, it is explained how remeshes for each face scan are created. Results for some application examples are given in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Initial Path Tracing

Terminology
We begin by establishing terminology. Following the ISO typesetting standards, vectors are denoted by bold small letters (p, u), scalars by normal letters (i, r), and sets by cursive fonts (P, V).
Most 3D face databases are recorded with a 3D scanner. The output of the scanner is a set P of N unordered points in 3D space
Additionally, each point is provided with color information in form of a rgb triple. We define the original mesh as
where P orig is the set of N points from the 3D scanner and K describes the connectivity between points. K is a set of subsets of {1, . . . , N }. These subsets are of three different types: vertices {i}, edges {i, j}, and faces {i, j, k}. Connectivity K orig is obtained by 3D Delaunay triangulation of the points P orig . Below two further meshes M sub and R will be introduced, both using the same terminology. Furthermore, the set of 1-ring neighbors of vertex {i} is denoted by N (i) = {{j} | {i, j} ∈ K}. The goal of this work is to compute a remesh R for each original mesh M orig of a database so that each vertex of one remesh has a unique corresponding point in another remesh and all remeshes have the same connectivity.
Tracing of Paths Connecting Landmarks on the Original Mesh
Several recently published databases contain handlabeled landmarks. The positions of the K landmarks are denoted by l k ∈ R 3 , 1 ≤ k ≤ K. The landmarks are assured correspondences between 3D facial surfaces. Paths connecting landmarks are traced on the 3D facial surface. The patches defined by the connecting paths correspond between faces. To ensure that corresponding paths on different faces always connect corresponding pairs of landmarks, a common connectivity K 0 between the landmarks is determined. We temporarily omit the z-component of all vertices P orig of the original mesh and the landmarks. K 0 is computed via 2D Delaunay triangulation of the 2D landmarks of one arbitrary face of the database. It can also be determined manually, since the number of landmarks is usually not too large. Intersections of the straight lines {a, b} ∈ K 0 connecting the landmarks and edges {i, j} ∈ K orig of the original mesh in 2D are determined, as depicted in Figure 1 intersection points are interpolated linearly from the endpoints of the intersected edge {i, j} ∈ K orig . To maintain a valid triangulation, it is further necessary to split crossed triangles accordingly and to update K orig .
Hence, each path {a, b} ∈ K 0 connecting two landmarks is traced on the original mesh M orig . Figure 2 shows the landmark connections traced on two facial surfaces. Note that the traced paths run smoothly along the facial surface. 
Remeshing
In this section it is explained how for each original mesh M orig a remesh R is created so that each vertex of the remesh has one corresponding vertex in another remesh and all remeshes have the same connectivity. For this purpose, the original mesh is cut into submeshes (Section 3.1), the submeshes are mapped onto a triangle in uv-space (Section 3.2), and repeated triangle quadrisection is performed on the triangles to build up the remesh (Section 3.3).
Submeshes
The original mesh M orig is subdivided into several submeshes M sub = (P sub , K sub ). The cuts are the paths connecting landmarks that have been traced on the original mesh. The connectivity of the vertices remains unchanged. The set of all points that lie on a boundary of the submesh is denoted by ∂P sub . Each point of the submesh is mapped into a uv-space.
Shape Preserving Parameterizations
The parameterization is formally described by a bijective mapping u : P sub → P uv sub . The boundary condition is u| ∂ : ∂P sub → ∂P uv sub . Each vertex p i ∈ P sub \ ∂P sub is mapped into a uv-space by the mapping u, such that u(p i ) is a convex combination of its neighbors:
The weights λ ij > 0 are computed as proposed in [6] .
The boundary condition provides additional constraints for the mapping. M sub is homeomorphic to a triangle, so we propose to map ∂M sub to a planar triangle. We compute the length of the paths connecting landmarks we traced on the facial surface before. The angles of the planar triangle are proportional to the length of the 3D paths corresponding to the opposite edges. The uv-positions ∂P uv sub of the points in ∂P sub are determined so that the relative distance between neighboring points remains unchanged. With the boundary condition the sparse system of equations (3) can be solved using the iterative bijective gradient method. Figure 3 (a)→(b) shows the parameterization of a certain patch of the facial surface. The parameterization enables us to navigate freely in the mesh for further refinement.
Building Up the Remeshes
The remesh R r = (P r , K r ) is built up, where index r denotes the refinement level. P 0 = {l k |1 ≤ k ≤ K} is the set of K landmarks. The initial connectivity K 0 between the landmarks has already been determined (Section 2). New points are added to the remesh as follows. On each patch that has been mapped to a planar triangle in uv-space triangle quadrisection is performed. Consider the triangle u a , u b , u c which is depicted in Figure 3 ) and added to P 0 :
}. This is done for all patches. The connectivity K 0 is also updated.
Triangle quadrisection is iteratively repeated until the remesh R r has the desired number of points. The number N r of points in the remesh at refinement level r is given by
where K is the number of landmarks and N e and N t the number of edges and the number of triangles of initial remesh R 0 , respectively. Observe that with just a few iterations a high point density, roughly equal to the point density of a typical 3D laser scan, is obtained. Figure 4 shows the remesh of a 3D face scan at the first three refinement levels (r = 0, 1, 2).
Results
For the evaluation the Binghamton 3D Face Database [22] is employed. 83 handlabeled landmarks are provided for each face scan and can be integrated directly into our al-
first iteration second iteration Figure 4 . Remeshes at refinement level r = 0, 1, 2.
gorithm. Figure 5 shows remeshes at refinement level r = 4 for several scans. Some points have been selected randomly in one face and their corresponding counterparts are shown in the other faces. Observe that the points correspond well among faces with different facial expression, gender, and ethnicity. 
Morphing
A simple application of dense point-to-point correspondences between 3D face scans is morphing. Consider the remeshes R r = (P r , K r ) computed for all faces of the database. Let f be a face vector containing coordinates and accompanying color information of all vertices of a remesh f = (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 , r 1 , g 1 , b 1 , . . . , x N , y N , z N , r N , g N , b N ) T ,
where N is the number of points of the face scan. f 1 and f 2 are two arbitrary faces from the database, which are depicted on the far left and the far right of Figure 6 . The upper and the lower row show front and side view of the faces, respectively. The three synthetical faces in between f 1 and f 2 are obtained by
In Figure 6 , we set d = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. Observe that face f 1 transforms nicely into face f 2 without artifacts, which indicates proper point-to-point correspondences.
3D Morphable Model
A 3DMM is built up as proposed in [4] . We choose M = 370 face scans from the Binghamton database and for each face a remesh is computed. For all faces, vertex coordinates and color information are stacked into a vector f m , with 1 ≤ m ≤ M , as in (5).
Principal Component Analysis. The mean facef of all faces f m , 1 ≤ m ≤ M is computed and subtracted from each face vector. Subsequently, the mean-free face vectors are written column-wise into a matrix and Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied on this matrix. Synthetical faces can be obtained by adding a linear combination of the eigenfaces a m to the mean face:
where α m are the weights corresponding to each eigenface.
Visual Comparison. We compare the 3DMM based on correspondences obtained via 2D optical flow, as proposed in [4] to a 3DMM based on our method. Synthetical faces are created for
, where λ 1 and λ 2 are the eigenvalues corresponding to the first two eigenfaces. In Figure 7 , the synthetical faces with correspondences computed with our method are shown and Figure 8 depicts synthetical faces that are obtained as proposed in [4] . Figure 6 . A morphing sequence with synthetical faces where a female face is transformed into a male face. The upper and the lower row show front and side view of the faces.
In Figure 8 , both eyes and mouth seem to slip and the nose is jagged for several synthetical faces. This indicates inaccurate point-to-point correspondences between the faces. A typical problem of the optical flow method is that the borders of the face are matched well but facial features, such as eyes, mouth, eyebrows, etc. are not aligned properly.
On the other hand in Figure 7 , it can be seen that the eyes, the eyebrows, the mouth, and even the teeth do not move, if α 1 and α 2 vary. This indicates that the method proposed in this work computes point-to-point correspondences accurately.
Conclusion
In this paper a novel method to compute point-to-point correspondences between 3D faces is presented. The method employs landmarks that are available for several recently published 3D face databases. Based on a common connectivity between landmarks remeshes are created for all faces of the database so that each point in one remesh has a corresponding point in another remesh. By the means of two applications the accuracy of the point-to-point correspondences is demonstrated. A morphing sequence, transforming one face into another shows a smooth transition without artifacts. Furthermore, a 3D Morphable Model is built and compared to a 3D Morphable Model created with the original method. , where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of the first two eigenfaces. Point-to-point correspondences have been computed as proposed in [4] . Facial features, such as nose, eyes, mouth, etc. are blurred or even appear twice.
